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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

11-1-14 777 Trillion Galaxies married to God. In the eye of
the beholder... Speculation with a "Over Kill" of 777 Trillion
galaxies! Speculation About God!
11-1-14 Lt. Cmdr. Ken Thompson sat on his back porch
Wednesday on Trumbo Point overlooking Fleming Key basin
and reflected on more than three decades of naval service.

Three 13-year-old girls, including a pair of twins, were
killed by a hit-and-run driver Friday evening while they
were trick-or-treating in Santa Ana, police said.
Navy gas station hold ups killed these 3 13 year old girls via
laser guided fighter jets not cars!
iApps MRI every Brain MRI ever taken on this iMac crunched
with many iApps! 100% use of memory + brain will be the 4
MD Wives Coup D'Etat iApps for this 5K iMac + get a Nobel for
someone's Good Wives!
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Dr. Katrina touched a brain with her bare fingers + the
shock + awe of her thoughts Opened a New Universe of
iInventSomething pre-loaded on Apple Computers! Gravity!!
Time Change!! 777 Trillion Galaxies married to God.

11-1-14 Conventional mirrors reflect light by interacting
with the electrical component of electromagnetic radiation.
Beyond reversing the image, they also reverse light’s
electrical field.This presents a problem at the mirror’s
surface, where the opposing frequencies cancel each other
out. For scientists, this means that things like quantum dots
are unable to interact with light at the surface.
11-1-14 Conventional Mirror - things like quantum dots are
unable to interact with light!

11-1-14 Polygamous Marriage will replace Conventional
Marriage... this is the only way a 155 Story Yale Paris
Medical School will Marry a Eiffel Tower 155 Story Medical
School in the Heart, of Paris! $777 Trillion was made by 1984
II Numb Nut Dictators with Syphilis. No 777 Story Med
School... grin! Today on the Front Page of the NY Times is a
$300 million dollar Palace, Mecca has 777 $1 Billion dollar
Palaces the NY Times will not LEAK!
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Palaces the NY Times will not LEAK!

11-1-14 777 Trillion Galaxies married to God. In the eye of
the beholder... Speculation with a "Over Kill" of 777 Trillion
galaxies! Speculation About God!
11-1-14 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every year will be
"Produced" by Polygamous Marriage USA not Mecca!
11-1-14 Endeavor... to build the first generation of 747's
with -254 C liquid Hydrogen + Liquid Oxygen Engines!
11-1-14 Endeavour, was built in 1991 to replace
Challenger... Polygamous Marriage will replace Marriage
that leads to murder by troops coming home from Iraqi Wars
+ Drunk Men murdering their wives, and of course "OJ"
marriage of revenge years after a divorce! I don't have the
statistics on these in the USA or World Wide but I expect to
observe thousands of dead murdered women Today. If
Google would have put half these murdered women on a
YouTube it would have saved a few thousand, who would be
alive today. Failure!!

11-1-14 Endeavor! Socially entering the nuptials in "Laws of
Marriage" Challenge lead to 19K SWF's murdered every year
from 1980 to 2014, this is a catastrophic failure... 11-1-14
777 Trillion Galaxies married to God. In the eye of the
beholder... Speculation with a "Over Kill" of galaxies is like
the 72 Virgins Muslim Men get when they die, grin!
11-1-14 Polygamous Marriage will replace Marriage that
leads to murder by troops coming home from Iraqi Wars +
Drunk Men murdering their wives
11-1-14 Columbia is the name for "female personification"
11-1-14 Woman in front of a mirror... "Columbia"... wearing
a warship hat bearing the words "World Power" as her "Easter
bonnet"

11-1-14 First orbiter, Enterprise, was built purely for
Approach and Landing Tests and had no orbital capability.
Four fully operational orbiters were initially built:
Columbia, Challenger, Discovery, and Atlantis. Of these,
Challenger and Columbia were destroyed in mission
accidents in 1986 and 2003 respectively, in which a total of
fourteen astronauts were killed. A fifth operational orbiter,
Endeavour, was built in 1991 to replace Challenger. The
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Endeavour, was built in 1991 to replace Challenger. The
Space Shuttle was retired from service upon the conclusion of
Atlantis?'?s final flight on July 21, 2011.

11-1-14 Columbia was destroyed at about 09:00 EST on
February 1, 2003 while re-entering the atmosphere after a
16-day scientific mission. The Columbia Accident
Investigation Board determined that a hole was punctured
in the leading edge on one of Columbia's wings, made of a
carbon composite. The hole had formed when a piece of
insulating foam from the external fuel tank peeled off
during the launch 16 days earlier and struck the shuttle's
left wing. During the intense heat of re-entry, hot gases
penetrated the interior of the wing, destroying the support
structure and causing the rest of the shuttle to break apart.

11-1-14 Conventional mirrors reflect light by interacting
with the electrical component of electromagnetic radiation.
Beyond reversing the image, they also reverse light’s
electrical field.This presents a problem at the mirror’s
surface, where the opposing frequencies cancel each other
out. For scientists, this means that things like quantum dots
are unable to interact with light at the surface.
11-1-14 Conventional Mirror - things like quantum dots are
unable to interact with light!
11-1-14 Polygamous Marriage will replace Conventional
Marriage

11-1-14 777 Trillion Galaxies married to God. In the eye of
the beholder... Speculation with a "Over Kill" of galaxies!
11-1-14 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every year will be
"Produced" by Polygamous Marriage USA not Mecca!
10-31-14 Yale Singapore has 2 marriage laws, Muslim
marriages are for couples where both partners are Muslim. A
man may take up to four wives provided that he meets
financial requirements and obtains the consent of existing
wives.
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wives.

10-31-14 Yale Singapore non-Muslim, Polygamy is
prohibited.
10-31-14 Challenger's... catastrophic failure... Start of Star
Travel to 777 Trillion Galaxies!!
10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... 777 Trillion Galaxies!
10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... 777 Trillion Galaxies!
Time + Gravity for a New Challenger... Legal Polygamous
Marriage, conversations of 1,001 Invention Projects, 24/7
1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!

10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder...
Challenger's... catastrophic failure... to build the first
generation of 747 Hydrogen Engines that will fly a 747 into
orbit and dock with the Space Station. GE's 2nd catastrophic
failure... is suppressing Hubble II Super Space Telescopes, Yes
a Train of Hubble Space Telescopes costing less than the GE
Windmills. "H" @ -254 C GE stifled this... and this is a
catastrophic leak... 1 Trillion cans are needed to reach the
nearest 3 stars!!!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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